GAME OF THRONES
SET JET DAY TOUR

Little did HBO realise back in April 2009, that their decision to start filming the series, Game
of Thrones, at the Paint Hall Belfast, would lead to such a global sensation. Game of
Thrones is undoubtedly one of the most successful television series of all time.

KUDOS have devised a day tour for all you Thronies to enjoy the sites where some of the
series most memorable scenes were filmed.

The tour, which brings us along the picturesque Antrim Coast Road, will operate on a private
basis and therefore you will be with your family / friends and those whom you wish to be
with. We will start at a time of your choosing and encompass the following film sites.

1 The Ice Wall (Throughout most series)
Effectively, the defense barricade preventing The White walkers from accessing Westeros.

2. Braavos – Canal (Season 8)
Carnough Harbour on the Antrim Coast Road is where Arya exited the Canal having been
attacked by the Waif. Only the brave will venture down these steps to get a memorable
picture.

3. A cove in the Stormlands (Season 2)
The Cushendun Caves, where Melisandra (The Red Woman), give birth to The Shadow
Baby.

4. Larrybane (Several GOT Scenes)
Located at the tip of the North of Ireland, Larrybane (Quarry) was extensively used as a film
location for many scenes through the Game of Thrones.

5. Ballintoy Harbour (Several GOT Scenes - Pykes Harbour)
A short 10 minute drive from Larrybane, is Ballintoy Harbour. This is where Theon Greyjoy
arrived at Pykes Harbour after many years living at Winterfell as a ward of the Stark Family.

We stop for lunch at The Red Door Café situated beside Ballintoy Harbour.

7. Dunluce Castle - Castle Greyjoy (Several scenes through the series)
Theon Greyjoy’s home

8. The Dark Hedges (The Kings Road – Series 2)
Where Arya escapes from Kings Landing disguised as a boy.

9. Titanic Studios
Where most of the interior scenes of GOT was filmed and home to The Throne.

This brings a wonderful day’s experience to an end and we leave you back in Belfast, but
whilst today was a great day….always remember………
WINTER IS COMING.

